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INTRODUCTION:
The centre has been set up to establish a world-class research and development facility to
develop cutting-edge renewable energy solutions, foster exchange of ideas between industry,
academia and policy makers from across the world to promote faster adoption of renewable energy
and offer research and internship opportunities for undergraduate, postgraduate and Ph. D students.
The centre will be a hub at V.M.K.V Engineering College, Salem for clean energy related research
and the endeavor is to make it the most reputable and eminent center for clean energy research. The
Centre is currently undertaking research in the fields of integration of large scale solar rooftop
capacity with the electricity distribution network using battery storage technology.
OBJECTIVES:
o To develop the solar panels based on micro or Nano science and nanotechnology.
o To develop inexpensive systems using abundant and environmentally friendly materials.
o To develop an efficient lab scale solar panel system using micro/nanoscale solar photovoltaic
technology.
o To design various types of horizontal axis and vertical axis wind turbines for electric power
generation.
o To develop hybrid power generation systems and which is used to maintain the reliability of the
standalone system or grid connected system.

o To design and fabricate the smart cooking equipment using renewable energy as source.
Especially for large scale application with green environment.
o The center has overseen the research and development of the most progressive renewable energy
technologies. Centre of excellence for renewable energy continues to initiate, lead and deliver
high quality, research & academic, collaborating with industry, National and international
activities.
ACTIVITIES:
o To encourage green building practices and energy auditing to make rural and urban areas a green
zone.
o To develop fully solar energy driven systems for irrigation and to develop a long term strategy
to move towards innovation in other application areas driven by solar energy
o To trend highly qualified and innovative personnel by specialized training and knowledge
sharing for enhancing their contribution to the development of research in the areas of solar
energy.
o To plan the industry oriented research and collaborative activities in the field of solar energy
with the aim of transferring the research/innovation output into the industry.

THRUST AREAS OF RESEARCH
1. Green house systems.
2. Green Power Electrification of industries.
3. Smart irrigation system.
4. Renewable energy based Transport systems.

PLAN OF ACTION
1. Demand forecasting and Data collection
2. Design of equipment and methodology
3. Design testing and evaluation
4. Developing Prototype model
5. Testing, evaluation and validation
6. Delivering final design and product

CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOCIETY
1. To build green environment.
2. To manage and supply large volumes at the time of disaster management.
CONSULTANCY WORK
1. Testing of various types of solar cells.
2. Testing of various types of wind mills
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PRODUCTS UNDER PROCESS
Solar Induction Heater

1. THREE PHASE POWER FACTOR IMPROVEMENT USING
VIENNA RECTIFIER
Mentor:
Prof. P.Selvam

Members:
Mr.S.Mathankumar (Assistant Professor)
Mr. Ravi Kumar Gaurav (III EEE)
Mr. Animesh Kumar (III EEE)

1.INTRODUCTION
The Single Phase PFI are now familiar and prevalent, the same is not the case with 3Phase PFI. Many equipments using kilowatts of power from 3-Phase mains should be candidates of
3-Phase power factor correction, because several advantages ensue, both to the user of the
equipment and to the utility. The Vienna Rectifier approach to achieve 3-Phase power factor
correction offers many advantages and convenient, user-friendly features as compared to the twolevel, six-switch boost PWM Rectifier. Amongst them are: continuous sinusoidal input currents with
unity power factor and extremely low distortion; no need for a neutral wire; reduction in
voltage stress and switching losses of power semiconductors by almost 40%; immunity towards
variation or unbalance in mains 3-Phase voltages or absence of one of the phases; wide mains
voltage range: 320VAC to 575 VAC; very low conducted common-mode EMI/RFI; very high
efficiency of the order of 97.5%, say, for power levels of 10 KW and input line voltage of 400 VAC
and short circuit immunity to failure of control circuit.
The project describes the Vienna Rectifier’s power stage and control techniques, with
particular emphasis on modular construction. What is proposed in this paper is a new approach
of employing Fuzzy Logic for building controller for Vienna Rectifier DCB Modules for 3-Phase
AC to DC power conversion.

In the past decade, there is growing awareness about line pollution and deteriorating
power factor due to all pervading inductive and non-linear loads. Utilities are as much concerned
as the users. Passive power factor correction techniques are neither convenient nor economical;
they need bulky components and are not adaptive to changing needs. Although many solutions
were offered for 1-Phase power factor improvement, 3-Phase active power factor improvement
was seldom considered. As all high power equipments derive electrical power from 3-Phase mains,
incorporating an active 3-Phase PFI front end can contribute significantly in improving overall
power factor and reducing line pollution.
In addition to lowering power bill to the consumers, improved power factor also contributes
towards conservation of energy and helps in reducing air pollution, by virtue of less fossil fuel
required for generating same amount of electrical power. Other resultant effects are lower I2R
losses, steadier terminal Voltages, released system capacity and reduced cable & switchgear sizes.
Active PFI front ends also help meet the IEEE 519-92, IEC-555 and European EN 61000-3-2
standards for allowable harmonic contents of mains.
2.METHODOLOGY
Vienna Rectifier as shown in Figure 1, was originally developed at the Technical
University Vienna. It comprises a semiconductor switch, say, a MOSFET in each phase leg of a
3-Phase diode bridge. By adjusting the width of the pulse that turns ON the MOSFET,
corresponding line current is forced to be sinusoidal and in phase with the Voltage. When the
MOSFET is turned ON the corresponding phase is connected, via the line inductor, to the center
point between the two output capacitors. The phase current rises through the MOSFET during
that pulse period charging the capacitor. When the MOSFET is turned off current taps through
the diode of the half bridge (upper or lower depending on direction of the current flow). It is a
highly efficient method of high current, 3-Phase AC to DC conversion and is particularly
attractive for achieving unity power factor operation. In figure-1 ACR, ACY and ACB are 440V,
50Hz, 3-Phase sinusoidal line Voltages. -Vdc and +Vdc are the DC outputs connected to load. There
are three semiconductor switches, corresponding to each phase T1, T2 and T3. These are switched
continuously at around 25 KHz. The duty Cycle of the PWM switching is so programmed that the
current drawn from each phase is sinusoidal and in phase with the corresponding line Voltage, thus
ensuring near unity power factor and minimum total harmonic distortion.

Figure 1: 3-Phase Vienna Rectifier Configuration
In Vienna Rectifier configuration, as shown in figure-1, the output capacitor is split in
two parts as two equal value capacitors, C1 and C2, connected in series. Across the output
capacitors the –Vdc and +Vdc are developed as 3-Phase peak detected outputs. A switch for
each phase is connected, such that when “ON”, it connects the line phase to the center node of
C1 and C2 through a

series

inductance.

For a short switching period, (assuming 10

microseconds), the capacitors charge linearly. This offsets -Vdc and +Vdc. The offset depends
on the corresponding phase voltage and the switch “ON” time duration. The common node of C1
and C2 will have Voltage with triangular wave shape, having three times the mains frequency
and its amplitude will be one quarter of the phase voltage.

Figure 2: 3-Phase line voltages red, yellow and blue with 12 time segments from 0 through 11
Looking at Figure 1, it becomes apparent that if one were to assemble the entire 3-Phase
Vienna Rectifier PFI circuit using discrete components, many different power semiconductors
have to be connected together. This is not only inconvenient and costly, but also involves a
degree of variation in performance from unit to unit. The lead inductances and parasitic capacitance
may tend to oscillate, making its operation at high enough switching frequency a task by itself.
Fortunately, readymade Vienna Rectifier power modules are available in DCB (Direct
Copper Bonding) ceramic base plate. These have a number of useful attributes:
These modules have isolation voltage of 3600 Volts AC, ensuring personal and equipment
safety and are U/L recognized. There is no need for external isolation.
Extremely low package inductance, facilitating high speed switching
Easy to mount on a printed circuit board for either wave soldering or manual soldering
Kelvin source for reliable driver connections for the MOSFETS
The MOSFET, built using HDMOS process has low RDS(on) and RGint and low RthJS
and low input and output capacitances and low gate charge and rise fall times for low
conduction and switching losses

FREDS (Fast Recovery Epitaxial Diodes) have low VF and extremely low trr
Consistent and predictable performance from unit to unit
Driving Scheme for MOSFETS
Looking at the main Vienna Rectifier circuit in Figure 1, tells us that the MOSFET’s gate and
Source terminals will have to be driven using isolated gate drive scheme. Therefore, the outputs
from Fuzzy Controller will require MOSFET Drivers as well as some form of isolation. Two
options are available:
Use Gate Drive Transformers: Readymade Gate Drive Transformers with turns ratios 1:1
or 1:1.5 for operation for fsw=10 KHz to 100 KHz are available.
Use opto-couplers: This option necessitates having isolated power supplies for the output
side of the opto-couplers.
For a Vienna Rectifier Module with MOSFET rated at VDSS = 500 V and ID=35 A, it is
possible to have 10 to 16 KW of AC to DC power conversion and a 4.0 Amp peak MOSFET
Driver is recommended, considering highest switching frequency of 50 KHz.
Likewise for a Vienna Rectifier Module with MOSFET rated at VDSS = 500 V and/or
600 V, ID=130 A, it is possible to have up to 40 KW of AC to DC power conversion
and a 14.0 Amp peak MOSFET Driver is recommended, considering highest switching
frequency of 50 KHz.
It is important to note that although it is possible to have a higher switching frequency, in the
interest of having high conversion efficiency and to keep the DCB Vienna Rectifier Module’s
case temperaturewithin reasonable limits, an arbitrarily chosen fsw= 50 KHz is assumed.

Figure 3: A simplified diagram of 3-Phase Vienna Rectifier

Control Characteristics of Vienna Rectifier Switches
Control signal S1, S2 and S3 are shown in figure-1 is generated using a Fuzzy controller.
A simplified Vienna Rectifier switching diagram is shown in figure-3. Vp, Vc and Vm are output
dc voltages. A Vienna simulator as shown in figure-4 is designed to verify the control
characteristics. The line voltage as seen with respect to the common dc voltage Vc is shown in
simulation of figure-4 in red, yellow and blue. Simulated switching signals S1, S2 and S3 are
shown in lower window.
Duty ratio of switching pulse width is a complex function of line and load voltages and
currents. To simplify the control the switching function is segmented in 12 zones corresponding
to 0 to 360 degrees phase angle of power frequency as shown in Figure-2. A rule based control
strategy is implemented using fuzzy logic.

This avoids trigonometric or floating-point

computations and is suitable for low cost embedded controllers working with high reliability.
The normalized pulse widths for linear phase change are stored in a different tables
corresponding to the 25 input output voltage ranges that are normalized with respect to desired
set point.

Figure 4: Simulation of 3-Phase Vienna Rectifier control operation.
In upper window three-phase line voltages red, yellow and blue are plotted with respect
to the output dc voltage Vc of figure-3. Top (orange) and bottom (sky-blue) trace indicates
output DC voltage in loaded state. The lower window shows the magnified PWM control signals
generated at cursor position of upper window.

Table-1 Fuzzy Control matrix of PWM tables, X indicates the active control state.
Load Voltage
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V.Low
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V
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t
Table-1 shows
the fuzzy control matrix of 25 states. Each state represents a PWM lookup table for signals S1, S2 and S3. Fuzzy rules are used to identify the state from measured value
of input and output voltages and select the appropriate pulse width table to generate PWM
signals. Safety measures are implemented using higher priority fuzzy rules. Using similar approach
it is possible to implement desired output voltage and current profile for cold start, shut down or
fault conditions.

Figure 5: Currents drawn from each phase, while feeding non-linear loads. Neutral conductor
carries summation of currents from all the three phases

Figure 6: Mains fundamental with odd harmonics from 3rd through 13th with their relative
amplitudes due to presence of non-linear loads

Figure 7 : Phase Voltages and Phase Currents, showing near unity Power Factor and very low
THD, When Vienna Rectifier is used for AC power

3. RESULT
The circuit diagram for the three phase power factor improvement has been designed
and simulated successfully through the help of the software and the desired results were obtained.
After the successful implementation of the simulation the hardware circuit is installed in the
power house of VMKV Engineering College. The readings of the power factor are recorded once
in every day. This reading is compared with the power factor which is measured without the
power factor correction unit. By the inclusion of the Vienna rectifier the efficiency is increased to
98% there by the power factor is increased almost to unity as shown in table-2.
Table – 2: The reading of Average Power Factor before and after initialization of Vienna Rectifier
Before the Initialization of Vienna
Rectifier
Average power factor
Unit

After the Initialization of
Vienna

S.no

Month

Month

Average power
Rectifier
Unit factor

1

November - 2009

0.845

April - 2010

0.985

2

December - 2009

0.840

May - 2010

0.985

3

January - 2010

0.855

4

February- 2010

0.825

5

March - 2010

0.860

4. Conclusion
The three phase Vienna rectifier provides the lowering power bill to the consumers,
improved power factor also contributes towards conservation of energy and helps in reducing air
pollution, by virtue of less fossil fuel required for generating same amount of electrical power.
The fact that the country lost 6% of its total GDP in the transmission and distribution loss is
really very painful situation. The need of the hour is the implementation of the technology which
can minimize these losses and the make the setup efficient. The present rectifier designing is one
of the powerful steps in the same direction and fruitful results are awaited. In our college the lost
month electricity bill is reduced to 3% compared to the last three months. Due to the inclusion
of this unit we have been awarded bonus from TNEB. The project can be utilized in various
industries & organizations.
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2. WATER FUEL POWER GENERATION SYSTEM
Mentor:
Prof. S. Mathan Kumar
students:
J Sabarirajan,
F S JeffreyvImmanuvel,
M. Saktheeswaran
Nowadays we are using fossils fuels for running an I.C engine to produce electric energy.
This fossil fuel produces harmful byproducts and costly. So here we are using water as a fuel to
generate power (electricity).
When we introducing anode and cathode into the water the positive charged hydrogen
is attracted by cathode and negative charged oxygen is attracted by anode. Here the hydrogen
and oxygen are disassociated to form HHO. We can directly feed this HHO into IC engines for
running. The engine shaft is connected along with the alternator produces current.
The H2O molecule is electrically neutral, but the positive and negative charges are
not distributed uniformly. The electronic (negative) charge is concentrated at the oxygen end of
the molecule, owing partly to the nonbonding electrons, and to oxygen's high nuclear charge which
exerts stronger attractions on the electrons. This charge displacement constitutes an electric dipole,
represented by the arrow at the bottom; you can think of this dipole as the electrical "image" of a
water molecule.
As we all learned, opposite charges attract, so the partially-positive hydrogen atom on
water molecule is electro-statically attracted to the partially- negative oxygen on a neighboring
molecule. This process is called hydrogen bonding. Notice that the hydrogen is somewhat longer
than the covalent O—H bond. This means that it is considerably weaker; it is so weak, in fact, that
a given hydrogen bond cannot survive for more than a tiny fraction of a second.

Finally the hydrogen from water is fed to I.C engine to produce mechanical energy
and this mechanical energy is converted into electrical energy by using D.C generator. 30% of
power from generator is consumed by electrolysis process and remaining 70% is for our
applications.

WATER FUEL POWER GENERATION SYSTEM DEVELOPED UNDER VMKVEC –
IEDC PROJECT

3. NANO SOLAR CELL WITH CARBON NANO TUBES

Mentor:
Dr. T. Krishnakumar ,
Prof. S. Mathankumar

students:
Ravi Kumar Gaurav
Rana Abhishek Singh
Aswanth

Energy is the key input to drive and improve the life cycle. Primarily, it is the gift of the
nature to the mankind in various forms. The consumption of the energy is directly proportional to
the progress of the mankind. With ever growing population, improvement in the living standard
of the humanity, industrialization of the developing countries, the global demand for energy is
expected to increase rather significantly in the near future. The primary source of energy is fossil
fuel, however the finiteness of fossil fuel reserves and large scale environmental degradation
caused by their widespread use, particularly global warming, urban air pollution and acid rain,
strongly suggests that harnessing of non-conventional, renewable and environmental friendly
energy resources is vital for steering the global energy supplies towards a sustainable path.
Solar energy can play a vital role in narrowing the gap between demand and the supply of
the electrical energy. The major hurdle in the usage of the solar cells is there poor efficiency and
high cost. The nano solar cells get rid of both the problems, as the nano cells are having high
efficiency and fewer costs as compared to the conventional solar cells. The efficiency has been
increased by the implementation carbon nano tubes, which provides a hindrance free path the
electrons once it gets energy from the photons. As the fundamental property of nano particle is
well that, the number of free electrons on the nano particle surface is very high as compared to the

micro particles. The reason being the surface area to the volume ratio is more in the case of nano
particles. The tin oxide nano particles were prepared by traditional sol-gel method and the prepared
nano particles with carbon nano tubes coated over the silica wafer to make PN junction. Finally,
with the help of silver paste the electrode contact was taken.
The very narrow structure of the nano tube forced the electrons to pass one by one, generating
further electrons with the spare energy from the higher energy photons, in a nearly ideal energy
conversion process that could be the key to higher efficiency solar panels The prepared nano solar
cell has approximately three times higher efficiency than the conventional solar cells hence it has
the potential to replace the conventional solar cells.

NANO SOLAR CELL DEVELOPED UNDER VMKVEC – IEDC PROJECT

4. WIND TAMER TURBINE
Name of the Mentor:
Prof. R. DEVARAJAN

Name of the Students:
Mohammed Rashid (Final EEE)
Jafiq. V. S (Final EEE)
Mohhamed Abdul Rouf. P. K (Final EEE)

The Wind Tamer concept is a ducted rotor design. The wind tamer also utilizes an increased
blade number and does not need an additional tail to keep it aligned into the wind.
Direct Axis Wind Turbine (DAWTs) have been reported have a greater efficiency than
conventional Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWTs), based on the rotor stream even exceeding
the theoretical limit of efficiency of extracting power from the wind, the so called Betz limit of
59.3% , based on the swept area of the rotor. Certain researchers indicated the efficiency increase
is caused in part by the diffuser enabling a greater pressure drop across the rotor blade 1 others
feel a larger stream tube is captured increasing the mass flow rate and hence the momentum
exchange to the rotor. DAWTs differ additional advantages in addition to increased augmentation,
including minimizing tip losses and being less yaw sensitive the HAWTs.
In addition to the above efficiency improvements, there are also several additional
advantages of the wind tamer design that have been determined during the current developmental
program at Clarkson University. First, the increased blade number reduces the tip speed ratio from
a value of 5 to 6 for a typical open rotor 3-bladed design to approximately 2. This decreases the
wear and fatigue, but most importantly, decreases noise levels, which increase as the output power
of RPM, without a large compromise on efficiency. There is no need to furl the turbine in high
winds as the design self regulates the power to the rated design output. The implications of this are
that the turbine continues to output its maximum power instead of decreasing its output in higher
winds.

SPECIFICATION:
Wind turbine

: Horizontal Axis Duct type

No. of Blades

: 9 Blades

Capacity

: 12V, 5A and 60W DC Generator

PROTOTYPE MODEL Of WIND TAMER TURBINE
Expert member Dr. H. V. BATRA. Director, Defence Food Research Laboratory (DFRL),
(DRDO), Mysuru giving his valuable suggestion to improve design of wind tamer turbine.

5. HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION HEATER
Mentor:
Prof. R. DEVARAJAN,

Students:
Mr.ABHISHEK PRATAP SINGH (Final Year EEE)
Mr.SARAVANAKUMAR .M (Final Year EEE)
Mr.SATHYAPRABU .S (Final Year EEE)
“Cooking” is the application of heat to food. In the project High Frequency Induction
Heater using electro magnet induction principle which meets the needs of cooking in bulk. An
induction cooking element (on gas stove would be called a burner) is a special kind of transformer.
When a good-sized piece of magnetically conducting material e.g. cast iron frying pan is placed
the magnetic field created by the cooking element, the field of transformer energy into metal. By
controlling the intensity of the magnetic field, we can control the amount of heat being generated
in the cooking vessel.
The proposed system works at 27kHz frequency which is less than 49 kHz maintaining to
work in safe operating range. The temperature it needs to work is cooking temperature while it can
make puff at 320o C also. IGBT and MOSFET are the key component in this because it acts as
power electronic switches.
Induction heating qualities are flexibility, easy cleaning good efficiency and thermal safety
as we are using stainless steel as its outer body. Induction heater enables 20 kg of raw rice to turn
into 25 kg of cooked rice when using 40 litres of water. Induction heater efficiency may reach up
to 90% according to the type of cooking. In terms of cost also it is 40% cheaper than LPG’s cost
now a day. Thus, the proposed system is incomparable of those of present due to electromagnetic
induction method.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
An Induction heater operates due to the electromagnetic properties of container used on
traditional heater. One can compare this heater with a transformer of which secondary winding
would have been shorted. A significant internal current arises them in and causes quick heating.

The saucepan can be compared with a shorted set of concentric whose internal resistance
is zero. From the function keys, you control the electrical power supply to the transformer primary
winding which generates a magnetic field. This field induces currents at the bottom of the container
placed on the heater. These induced currents heat the container immediately, which transmits the
produced heat to the food inside. Cooking is performed efficiently with almost no loss of energy.
The appliance heating power is pushed to its maximum.

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

Supply-3 phase, 440 V, 50 Hz AC Supply.
Rectifier- 3 Phase bridge Rectifier convert ac into dc supply.
Inverter- High Frequency Inverter convert dc into ac supply.
Heating element – Induction Coil.
Control unit – It is used to control all the blocks.

CONCLUSION:
It is likely that the principle of induction heating can be economic adapted to many
applications. But our project is concern with cooking food in bulk amount. The bulk cooking in
efficient way with less time consumption as well as power utilization can be achieved through this
High Frequency Induction Heater.

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION
HEATER

TESTING OF HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION HEATER WITH 60 LITRE
PRESSURE COOKER ON 13.10.2014 WITH DFRL SCIENTIST.

COMMUNICATIONS FROM DEFENCE FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORY.

MOUs

6. HYBRID POWER GENERATION USING SOLAR AND WIND
Mentors:
Dr.P. Selvam, Prof / EEE
Students:
R. Mayilsamy
A. Praddep
R.Radhakrishnan
 We propose a concept in which solar energy and wind energy are combined to produce a more
efficient system of energy.
 In this project the two sources are combined by a hybrid technique using a CUK-SEPIC
converter. So using this technique the two sources can complement one another and solve each
other’s drawbacks.
 Unlike other conventional methods this project proposes a method of utilizing renewable
sources of energy to its maximum potential and at any time of the hour.
 As the set up of the project is small, it can be applied at any home where there is significant
amount of wind speed and solar intensity.
 It uses cheap components so the price is also comparatively low as compared to the existing
conventional methods of utilizing renewable energies.
METHODOLOGY
Our project is significant for its ability to utilize solar and wind energy simultaneously. In
our project we use photovoltaic cells for solar and helical wind turbine for wind. The helical wind
turbine is significant for its ability to operate even under mild windy conditions as opposed to
vertical and horizontal turbines. Since the size of the installation of the project is small it can be
installed at any homes. And as the electronic set up for controlling the two sources can be made
locally it has the added advantage of local servicing. In rural areas where there is no scope for grid
energy system due to cost, efficiency and terrain of the area, it is the only option for producing
electricity at a cheap rate. With the ever increasing cost of electricity it is one of the possible means
of solving India’s energy crisis. So we hope this project will produce a revolution in producing
small scale energy production.

GOAL
To develop a hybrid system of energy production which would provide a means of solving
the problem of India’s ever increasing energy crisis at a cheap price. It will be a gift to the poor
people in a rural economy like our country.
EXISTING TECHNOLOGY
 Standalone Horizontal axis wind turbine.
 Standalone Vertical axis wind turbine.
 Standalone solar cell.
 Combination of Horizontal axis wind turbine and solar cell.
 Combination of Vertical axis wind turbine and solar cell.
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HARDWARE SPECIFICATION
The hardware requirement in specific for the implementation of this project is as follows:
 Helical wind turbine.
 DC Generator.
 Solar cell.
 Battery.
 Combinational circuits.
 Power booster.
 Charge controller.
 Inverter.

RESULT
 The proto type of this Project has been tested. We got required output to operate the house
hold appliances.
 The charms are that this proposed method provides a clean, efficient, practicable and
reliable solution for meeting our energy meetings.
 The electrification in rural areas is not economical as the grid laying system is quite costly.
 So in those cases the energy from renewable sources is the only cheapest option. As this
project has the viable option of working in small scale, it is tremendously beneficial and
economical as well.
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